GlobalMeet® Collaboration

Security Overview

At PGi, we place the utmost importance on security and our customers can rest assured their data is secure. Learn how GlobalMeet Collaboration is a secure and reliable video conferencing solution that delivers a superior collaboration experience.

Secure and Reliable Global Service:
PGi provides enterprises with the tools needed to communicate and collaborate securely - without worrying whether your data or privacy is compromised. GlobalMeet is a secure and reliable platform supported around the world. We have adopted the industry practices associated with recognized global standards to ensure the security and integrity of our systems.

Continuous Performance Improvement:
GlobalMeet is built with the security of our customers and their data in mind. We keep our solutions secure, fast, responsive and reliable and create efficiencies through back-end service automation. The network, hardware, software, personnel and facilities are all optimized to protect the integrity of meetings.

PGi Programs & Certifications:
PGi has a formal security program with a dedicated team that brings the proper industry-standard security controls to maintain security, confidentiality and availability.

- GlobalMeet features greater controls for the moderator to protect the meetings themselves and data exchanged in meetings, including participant access control and meeting locks
- PGi has self-certified its participation in Privacy Shield with the US Department of Commerce
- PGi carries out a SOC 2 Type 2 audit every year demonstrating adherence to privacy, security, availability, integrity and confidentiality criteria
- PGi doesn’t sell any customer data or use it for any purpose other than to perform our contract with you
- PGi does not sell or rent personal information to unrelated third parties
- PGi is TRUSTe certified for privacy practices, programs and policies

For more information, click here to view PGi’s IT Security Statement. Contact sales today to see a demo of GlobalMeet Collaboration.